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Exo-Strategy
As I watched the new hit movie “Iron Man,” starring a
guy in a flying armored suit, I asked myself: Why don’t
we fight our wars like that? You know, so that we win,
using the maximum amount of technology, suffering the minimum amount of
bloodshed? After all, the nuclear-powered
protagonist, played by Robert Downey Jr.,
wipes out the bad guys in Afghanistan yet
barely gets a scratch, safe inside his
weaponized rocket-man outfit.
So what does Hollywood know that
the Pentagon doesn’t? Even audiences
seem to be way ahead of our Cleveland
Park Clausewitzes.
The whole point of war technology is
to turn a fair fight into an unfair fight.
Remember that scene in the first “Indiana Jones” movie, in which the menacing Arab swordsman tries to dazzle our
hero with his deft juggling of a giant
scimitar? Whereupon Indy just pops him
with his revolver? That’s the way to do it.
Indeed, the success of colonialism in the
late 19th century could be explained in
Hillaire Belloc’s couplet: “Whatever happens, we have got / The Maxim gun, and
they have not.”
Arthur C. Clarke once observed, “Any
sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.” So it’s
hard for us today to imagine what it must
have been like to be a Third Worlder
back then, when the white people
showed up with their steamships, rapidfire weapons, and then, even more amazingly, telegraphs and airplanes. It was
obviously an overwhelming experience—for a time.
But the Japanese, to name one leading
non-Occidental example, quickly got the
hang of things. And with a few bumps
along the way, they have been improving

their techno-technique ever since. So
maybe history is about to repeat itself,
on the other foot. When I saw the news
about a Honda robot, the Asimo, conducting the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, I thought, “Are we sitting here in
America, slackjawed in wonderment at
others’ technological achievement, clueless as to the military significance of
what we are seeing—as Japan plots its
revenge for Hiroshima?” Just asking.
History is pretty decisive on one
point: every technology is dual-use. It
can lengthen your life—or shorten your
life. So it’s best if you have the instruction manual written in your language.
History is also decisive on another
point: most people never learn from history. As the real Clausewitz wrote nearly
two centuries ago, “The first rule is therefore to enter the field with an army as
strong as possible. This sounds very like a
commonplace, but still it is really not so.”
Indeed, it is not so. Fast forward to the
hubris of our own Donald Rumsfeld,
whose signature combination of arrogance and incompetence will merit its
own chapter in some future compendium of anti-Clausewitizian thinking.
Waving away concerns that perhaps the
U.S. wasn’t up-armored for Iraq, and otherwise up-equipped, Rumsfeld famously
la-de-da’d, “You go to war with the Army
you have.”
There you have it, ladies and gentlemen of the high courts martial of history
jury. The Feithian Special Planners at
DOD spent years plotting ways to install
a Weekly Standard reader as their Man

in Baghdad, but in their haste for regime
change, they neglected technological
evolution.
In World War II, when we had a president who really wanted to win and who
knew what he was doing, we mobilized
our entire country for victory. And the
results of that mobilization were the
weapons and the weapons-making complex that won a hot war, as well as the
Cold War that followed. Winning a hot
war is cool, but winning a Cold War,
without world-historical levels of casualties, is much cooler.
Meanwhile, our friends the neocons
speak grandly of a bigger Army but not
really a better Army. Their vision is lots
more low-tech boots on the ground,
speaking, of course, Arabic and Farsi.
And if those boots get IED’d on a regular
basis by ungrateful locals? Well, that’s
what guest-soldiers are for, to ease the
pain—for the rest of us, that is, as we
relax at home with the Journal.
So back to the value of pre-emptive
technology. Years into two sandy quagmires, the U.S. Army has finally unveiled
a kind of robot suit, a mechanical
exoskeleton made by a Salt Lake City
firm called Sarcos. It weighs 150 pounds
and works to amplify the speed and
strength of human movements.
That’s good, but we needed those
machines, complete with armor, five
years ago.
Where have you gone, Vannevar
Bush? During World War II, as director
of the Pentagon’s Office of Scientific
Research and Development, you gave us
everything from the proximity fuse to
the A-bomb. Today, our low-tech nation
at war turns its eyes to you—mourning
the loss of thousands whose lives could
have been saved.
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T

he long-awaited second installment in the popular series of original
Distributist writings. Contributing to the rediscovery and recovery of
a distant but by-no-means extinct tradition, this volume pulls together
examples of writings from a range of Distributist thinkers beyond Hilaire
Belloc and G. K. Chesterton. It includes the work of H. D. C. Pepler, George
Maxwell, Harold Massingham, Eric Gill, and more, all of which together outline
a compelling vision of sanity, humanity, and decency, in stark contrast to the
welfare-state corporatocracy characterizing today’s social and economic life.

praise for Distributist Perspectives volume i
“without an awareness of [the] ancient concepts [in this book], man will never
regain the psychological and political composure that he needs to overcome a System
built upon their rejection.”
—Peter Chojnowski, Ph.D., The Angelus, July 2004

$12.95 | softback | 144 pp | 5½” x 8½”
includes detailed contributors’ biographical
sketches and period photographs and illustrations

“[An] excellent book for primary source material from Distributists whose work is
difficult to find today....”
—Athanasius, The Rad Trad Review, June 2007
“Distributists saw private property as the salvation of society, and [its] concentration...in too few hands as the greatest scourge.”
—Ode Magazine, July/August 2005

“The contributors...offer an alternate vision that promises the recovery of
individual freedom, social health, and the humane tradition.”
—Mark Malvasi, Ph.D., Professor, Department of History, Randolph-Macon College
“This excellent anthology offers a genuine ‘third way,’ meeting the needs of
individuals formed and shaped in families and communities, while achieving
the common good.”
—Joseph Pappin III, Ph.D,
Dean, University of South Carolina Lancaster

“If an answer is to be found anywhere to the decay and degradation of Western society, it will be found in the tradition expounded here.”
—Clyde N. Wilson, Ph.D.,
Distinguished Professor Emeritus of History, University of South Carolina
“If you are looking to understand where society needs to head in a post-modern, post-industrial world, this volume is utterly essential reading.”
—Joseph Kelly, The Universe Catholic Weekly, Nov. 15, 2007
“These distinguished Catholics issue a prophetic call to rethink our definitions of prosperity, freedom, and productivity...for the sake of our own happiness in this world and the next.”
—John Zmirak, Ph.D.,
author, Wilhelm Röpke: Swiss Localist, Global Economist

“The authors breathe new life into a centuries-old tradition...that assigns
ultimate value to the individual rather than the machine.”—Paul Murphy, Ph.D.,
Asst. Professor of History, Grand Valley State U.; author, The Rebuke of History
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